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UTA follows strategic initiatives that promote academic excellence in a wide array of fields, 

stemming from nursing and health innovation to planning and public relations. In order to take a 

university to the next level, active donor participation is encouraged especially in our alumni 

community. Working at the forefront of all of the advancements that happen every day at UTA 

are the students. This implementation plan maps out the process of a campaign to raise for 

$25,000 endowed scholarships that go to support the talent and excellence UTA seeks to uphold. 

 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

Philanthropic engagement serves at the crux of what makes an institution for higher education 

excel in areas such as academics, research, and athletics. More so than this, universities work to 

focus impact on their surrounding communities. Driving the economic development of the North 

Texas region is the University of Texas at Arlington that sits at the peak of academic innovation 

and cutting edge research – UTA is a powerhouse in molding the best and brightest minds.  

 

UT Arlington is built by a mosaic of students who come from all around the globe – bringing to 

the North Texas region an exhilarating freshness of perspective. Each and every student is a 

cornerstone for all that UTA seeks to promote in academic, research, innovation and athletic 

excellence. Any university would not stop there. We raise the bar each time we meet it, only to 

make for a university even more accepting of students from all financial backgrounds. Stories of 

students striving to become something or someone that they never thought they could, drives us 

to create more opportunity and more financial assistance program available. 

 

This implementation plan has been created to show the exact steps in how to implement a large-

scale comprehensive fundraising campaign through the Office of Development and Alumni 

Relations. In setting goals for this campaign, I recognized the need for two types of goals: my 

front-end goal that’ll be disclosed to our audience and our back-end goals that will function for a 

more internal purpose. 



  

For this campaign, my front-end goal was to raise as many $25,000 endowed scholarships as 

possible and my back-end goal was to optimize our middle in order by upgrading as many people 

to the 1895 giving society, $1000 threshold – doing this will pave the way for fundraising success 

for the future and I thought that was important – to take this campaign and turn it into 

something more. An endowment is a great way to funnel philanthropic support because they are 

invested and the only funds that are used from the endowment come from the interest that it 

accrues, not from the corpus of the endowment. For instance, this $25,000 endowment would 

generate (as per current distribution approximations) about $1,195 to be awarded annually to 

the recipient of the respective scholarship. Endowment services and intricacies will be broken 

down in further detail later. 

 

I also saw this as an opportunity to create a timeline for our campaign came to the decision that 

it would be a 6-month campaign – with 3 months being the quiet phase and another 3 months 

being our public phase. This does not take into account the time it takes for the pre-planning 

phase which could very well prove to be another 2 to 3 months. 

 

1. Front End Goal: Establish as many $25,000 endowed scholarships as possible 

a. Back End Goal: Optimize our middle by upgrading donors to our 1895 Society/$1,000 

level. 

2. Front End Message: Complete the circle. Promoting Academic Excellence through enriching 

diversity throughout the UT Arlington community. 

a. Back End Message: “Our Talent. Your Opportunity. Our Excellence.” (University 

Development message) 

 

It is very important to be open to understanding the big picture when starting a fundraising 

campaign of this magnitude. A campaign is an investment and a fundraising activity that echoes 

a widely used mantra: we have to spend money to make money. A campaign must be set up for 

success from the get-go and that includes the less technical side of the equation: What are the 

overarching goals?  

 

THE TIMELINE 

 

An enormous piece of any puzzle as big as a comprehensive fundraising campaign in the setting 

of higher education is solidifying the timeline is crucial to its success. The timeline for a 

comprehensive campaign can get overwhelmingly complex, but this is more of an attempt to 

follow a highly revered rule that resonates in the fundraising community: Begin with the end in 

mind. The key to a successful campaign is to visualize the process. From here, we execute the 



plan one step at a time making sure to give ourselves enough time in each phase to conduct all 

necessary preparations and action items. This emphasizes the importance in every building block 

for a campaign. The timeline starts off at a basic level mapping out the phases that are involved 

in the campaign, and exactly what preparations need to be made within those phases. 

 

Pre-Campaign Planning Phase 

• Assess internal readiness, timing, and conduct feasibility study 

• Set front-end and back-end goals 

• Create your gift tables and your prospect lists 

• Develop communication plan 

• Set metrics in order to avoid end-of-campaign impact evaluation fluster 

Quiet Phase 

• Select a date when gifts will start counting towards campaign goal 

• Solicit gifts lead gifts from longtime donors 

• Finalize campaign case for support 

• Generate communication tools for public phase 

Public Phase 

• Publicly launch campaign through formal events, social media and crowdfunding 

platforms 

• Continue accepting major gifts from longtime supporters 

• Begin soliciting Future Donor segments, GOLDS, mid-level lybunts, sybunts, and 

pybunts. 

• Tell impactful stories along the way and refresh results regularly 

Late Public Phase 

• Push back the campaign close deadline in order to make up for any units that have 

not reached goal 

• Begin utilizing our crowdfunding platform as to its fullest extent in promoting the 

campaign and to push the units that have not met goal yet over the edge 

• Begin using phonathon script language to establish urgency in our support base 

• Begin soliciting Future Donor segments, GOLDS, mid-level lybunts and sybunts. 

• Tell impactful stories along the way and refresh results regularly 

Campaign Closing and Stewardship Phase 

• Begin using phonathon script language to establish urgency in our support base 

• Begin soliciting Future Donor segments, GOLDS, mid-level lybunts and sybunts. 

• Tell impactful stories along the way and refresh results regularly 

 

 

 



PRE-CAMPAIGN PLANNING PHASE: BUILDING OUR GIFT TABLES 

 

For a campaign that signifies and represents the most integral representatives of our university, 

the students, it’s important to structure our prospect list to accommodate to some the most 

integral representatives of our alumni base. Mid-Level donors serve as our past, present, and 

future of any nonprofit’s fiscal health and community presence. Mid-Level donors are extremely 

valuable because this is the population that we pull from to solicit initial major gifts if giving 

history proves consistent, annual support and affinity for the university is apparent. 

When building a gift table, it serves as not only a model from which you identify what will take 

you to your campaign goal, but also a baseline starting point in showing you exactly who your 

target audience will be. It is essential that when planning a comprehensive campaign of any 

magnitude that a gift table be created in order to begin understanding the constituency we will 

be appealing to. When dealt with the task to build and implement a comprehensive campaign 

that revolves around student scholarship, one must consider all the possible avenues in 

achieving the campaign goal: To raise ten $25,000 endowed scholarships. This specific goal later 

changed when it came time to discuss implementation of the campaign to being only 8 endowed 

scholarships – one per college unit.   

We can develop and map out as many gift tables as we want, but as we go through the entire 

process of creating a campaign we hit snags that force us to understand our university, our 

alumni, and our donors a little more. These snags need to be welcomed as they are almost 

directly linked to the success of a comprehensive campaign such as this one. The process of 

finding the best way to structure a giving campaign starts here and it is key to identify as many 

possibilities as every campaign goal can be achieved by driving down a number of different 

roads. 

Blackbaud’s the Raiser’s Edge works as a go-to CRM database for fundraisers in many subsectors 

of the nonprofit industry – this is the database that was used to pull my queries that helped me 

identify the feasibility for each gift table.  

The preliminary queries for this campaign were pulled using the following basic parameters: 

1. Building Queries 

a. Direct Mail (Non-renewals) (Export) 

i. Create a query that pulls constituents who have given at the leadership (1895 

level) of $1,000 consecutively three years in a row (FY 14, 15, 16) but not this 

FY 17. This query is being pulled as a constituent list for a direct mail appeal, 

so set the criterion and outputs accordingly. Include proper attributes, negate 

the “no valid address” check box and the “include deceased constituents” 

check box. 



b. Direct Mail (Non-upgrades) (Export) 

i. Create a query that pulls constituents who have given between $50 and $100 

consecutively three years in a row (FY 14, 15, 16) but not this FY 17. This 

query is being pulled as a constituent list for a direct mail appeal, so set the 

criterion and outputs accordingly. Include proper attributes, negate the “no 

valid address” check box and the “include deceased constituents” check box. 

c. email (Non-renewals) (Query – no export) 

i. Create a query that pulls constituents who have given at the leadership (1895 

level) of $1,000 consecutively three years in a row (FY 14, 15, 16) but not this 

FY 17. This query is being pulled as a constituent list for an e-solicit appeal, so 

set the criterion and outputs accordingly. Include proper attributes, check the 

“no valid address” check box and negate the “include deceased constituents” 

check box. 

d. email (Non-upgrades) (Query – no export) 

i. Create a query that pulls constituents who have given between $50 and $100 

consecutively three years in a row (FY 14, 15, 16) but not this FY 17. This 

query is being pulled as a constituent list for an e-solicit appeal, so set the 

criterion and outputs accordingly. Include proper attributes, check the “no 

valid address” check box and negate the “include deceased constituents” 

check box. 

The gift table below was one of the first I had created to model our campaign. The model puts 

most emphasis on the lower end of the spectrum as you can see in the column labeled “No. of 

Prospects Required.” I thought that this would be a good model to test given that it’s a model 

widely used for campaigns, especially of those that tend to focus on participation-like annual 

giving campaigns. When conducting a feasibility test, I found that a campaign like this, for each 

of the 8 colleges at UTA, would be very possible and a great option. The biggest issue was the 

fact that this structure does not support our back-end goal of optimizing our middle 1895 society 

level/$1,000 level of giving. Our middle needs to strengthen, and also it is always a gamble 

entrusting practically the entirety of your campaign on donors who are not as engaged. This can 

spell out a host of problems especially when it comes to our other schools that perform less in 

terms of reeling in philanthropic support. 

 

Query Names Prospect Criteria* Gift Amount No. Gifts Required No. Prospects Required Subtotal Campaign Phase

PR - MPROP 1 $1,000 -$ 2,500** $2,500.00 1 4 $2,500.00 Silent Phase

PR - MPROP 2 $750 - $1,000** $1,000.00 5 20 $5,000.00 Late Silent Phase

PR - MDM (EM) 3 $500 - $750 $750.00 8 32 $6,000.00 Public Phase

PR - MDM (EM) 4 $250-$500 $500.00 10 40 $5,000.00 Public Phase

PR - MDM (EM) 5 $100 - $250 $250.00 16 64 $4,000.00 Public Phase 

PR - MDM (EM) 6 <$100 $100.00 25 100 $2,500.00 Public Phase

Totals $5,100.00 65 260 $25,000.00

Upgrades - 10 % Lead Gift - Mini Campaign (total $25,000)



The second gift table shown below is an example of a structure that is built around a 20% lead 

gift. There are positives to this structure. Say if he 20% lead gift is obtained during the silent 

phase of our campaign, our endowment for that scholarship can begin to be set up as there is a 

20% down payment requirement for endowments established at UTA.  

Granted, this endowment would not begin paying out to students until all pledges and the 

remainder of the endowment are paid in full – then and only then will the endowment begin to 

reward students. The negative was that this gift table shows little diversity of funds receivable 

starting our campaign on an already awkward note with that much less of an audience.  

This range does not call to any participatory giving at all, making it hard to reach out to 

Graduates of the Last Decade (GOLDS) and other Future Donors. Diversifying our fund pool 

would set us up for a much better success and make us less vulnerable to campaign stall.  

 

Below are two gift tables that are very different from the previous two. These gift tables 

represent a total amount of $250,000 raised divided into two parts. The reason why I wanted to 

dig deep into this was to see if it was a possible and efficient to plan a campaign that focuses on 

the central goal being a dollar amount we pulled from thin air. The good thing about this 

approach was that it really did make for a great deal of diversification from our expected donor 

pool. We were able to plan for it in both a 10% and 20% lead gift approach.  

We had a lot of trouble taking this gift table approach seriously because we just could not see 

exactly how this would play out in the grand scheme of things. We are big proponents of 

“beginning with the end in mind,” and so when constructing these gift tables, we decided that it 

would make for very shifty implementation and our message would be hard to hone in on. Also, 

this does not reflect the “one at a time” approach that we have come to be so comfortable with 

– as this is a method that would fit well around fundraising one scholarship for each college 

instead of trying to meet a thermometer type dollar goal. 

 

Query Names Prospect Criteria* Gift Amount No. Gifts Required No. Prospects Required Subtotal Campaign Phase

PR - CPROP 10 $1,000 -$ 2,500** $2,500.00 5 20 $12,500.00 Silent Phase

PR - CPROP 11 $750 - $1,000** $1,000.00 25 100 $25,000.00 Late Silent Phase

PR - CDM (EM) 12 $500-$750 $750.00 40 160 $30,000.00 Public Phase

PR - CDM (EM) 13 $250-$500 $500.00 50 200 $25,000.00 Public Phase

PR - CDM (EM) 14 $100 - $250 $250.00 80 320 $20,000.00 Public Phase 

PR - CDM (EM) 15 <$100 $100.00 125 500 $12,500.00 Public Phase

Totals $5,100.00 325 1300 $125,000.00

Upgrades - 10 % Lead Gift if parsed out to reflect $125,000 (1/2 of total) goal.

Query Names Prospect Criteria* Gift Amount No. Gifts Required No. Prospects Required Subtotal Campaign Phase

PR - MPROP 7 $2,500<** $5,000.00 2 8 $10,000.00 Silent Phase

PR - MDM (EM) 8 $1,000 - $2,499 $2,500.00 4 16 $10,000.00 Late silent Phase

PR - MDM (EM) 9 $1,000.00 $1,000.00 5 20 $5,000.00 Public Phase

Totals $8,500.00 11 44 $25,000.00

Renewals - 20 % Lead Gift - Mini Campaign (total $25,000)



 

The gift table just below was a wonderful option. In fact, this option was the model that I based 

the entire campaign around initially. The reason being was that it focused on strengthening our 

middle very well and that it did a good job at also focusing on bringing in a high amount of lower-

level donors into the mix as well. An issue was that it was a very major gift heavy set up – and it 

had no central message to build on given that this campaign model was not college unit centric, 

therefore it was not donor centric.  

This model still followed the $250,000 goal that we pulled from nowhere that ended up being a 

dead end for us when we came to the realization that during implementation it would be 

difficult to communicate with our base in a personalized manner. This gift table does not set 

ourselves up to speak to individual experiences and passions. 

 

 

The gift table below is the approach that was ultimately used as a model for our campaign. It is 

important to note that this gift table was something that came to fruition very deep into creating 

this implementation plan. We had already created a gift table that was to be used for this 

campaign early on in the process, but as we continued looking at the feasibility of the campaign, 

the back-end goals, and the front-end goals, we realized that it was best to create an entirely 

new gift table from scratch, and this was that result. 

The most interesting thing about this gift table is that it was created to focus on our mid-level 

donors to upgrade them to the $1,000 (1895 Society) level. I also saw that it was important to 

focus on upgrading low-level donors to the $100 level – helping us take this campaign far beyond 

Query Names Prospect Criteria* Gift Amount No. Gifts Required No. Prospects Required Subtotal Campaign Phase

PR - CPROP 19 >$10,000** $25,000.00 3 12 $75,000.00 Silent Phase

PR - CPROP 20 $5,000 - $10,000** $10,000.00 6 24 $60,000.00 Silent Phase

PR - CPROP 21 $1,000 - $5,000 $5,000.00 11 44 $55,000.00 Late Silent Phase

PR - CDM (EM) 22 $500 - $999 $1,000.00 40 160 $40,000.00 Public Phase

PR - CDM (EM) 23 $250 - $500 $500.00 30 120 $15,000.00 Public Phase 

PR - CDM (EM) 24 $100 - $250 $250.00 20 80 $5,000.00 Public Phase

Totals $41,750.00 110 440 $250,000.00

Upgrades - 10 % Lead Gift as it pertains to total $250,000 goal. (Major Gift Heavy)

Query Names Prospect Criteria* Gift Amount No. Gifts Required No. Prospects Required Subtotal Campaign Phase

PR - CPROP 16 $2,500<** $5,000.00 10 40 $50,000.00 Silent Phase

PR - CDM (EM) 17 $1,000 - $2,499 $2,500.00 20 80 $50,000.00 Public Phase

PR - CDM (EM) 18 $1,000.00 $1,000.00 25 100 $25,000.00 Public Phase

Totals $8,500.00 55 220 $125,000.00

Renewals - 20 % Lead Gift if parsed out to reflect $125,000 (1/2 of total) goal.

Query Names Prospect Criteria* Gift Amount No. Gifts Required No. Prospects Required Subtotal Campaign Phase

PR - MPROP 1 $1,000 -$ 2,500** $2,500.00 2 8 $5,000.00 Silent Phase

PR - MPROP 2 $750 - $1,000** $1,000.00 10 40 $10,000.00 Public Phase

PR - MDM (EM) 3 $500 - $750 $750.00 5 20 $3,750.00 Public Phase

PR - MDM (EM) 4 $250-$500 $500.00 7 28 $3,500.00 Public Phase

PR - MDM (EM) 5 $100 - $250 $250.00 5 20 $1,250.00 Public Phase 

PR - MDM (EM) 6 <$100 $100.00 15 60 $1,500.00 Public Phase

Totals $5,100.00 44 176 $25,000.00

Upgrades - 10 % Lead Gift - Mini Campaign (total $25,000)



the 6 months that it will run. A gift table and implementation plan like this will help in upgrading 

donors to a major mid-level society and start low-level donors on a path up the pipeline as well.  

 

THE QUIET PHASE: OUR CASE STATEMENT 

The case statement should mostly represent the why, how, where, who, and when of the 

campaign – giving our audience some food for thought. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The image shown above is the look of the 

cover page, and the back of the case 

statement spread out – but if we open the 

case statement up and see what is on the 

inside, we decided to be strategic in how 

we incorporated the “complete the circle” 

theme. The circle is seen connecting our 

students with the donors that have played 

integral roles in their success, but we made 

sure to make the circle a little more subtle 

so that way when the recipient of this case 

statement unfolds the spread one more 

time – another, bolder, circle is shown with the main call to action in the center. 



“Complete the circle” functions as both the name and the call to action for this campaign – and it 

works as an up-front yet subtle way to invite the prospect without them having to look even 

further than the title – but my goal was for the title to be open ended enough for the prospect to 

feel inclined to dig a little deeper into our initiative. Completing the circle means to join not just 

to give – to be a part of all the amazing things that UTA is doing for our community. 

In this case statement, I made sure to push our campaign initiative front and center by putting 

both our students and donors front and center – I made sure to create a sense of linkage 

between them in order to make the “complete the circle” dynamic translate anywhere I can. I 

introduce circles even in the way our audience will open the case statement – they are already 

completing the circle just by opening the case statement and just by being interested in this 

initiative. I also made sure that this case statement had just the right amount of inspiration and 

information. We also wanted to make sure that we could define what “completing the circle” 

actually means and why we were building on this idea to communicate with our base. Plain and 

clear, we straightforwardly defined what our initiative was: “Our scholarship initiative is built on 

the idea that we are all products of our education and education is a product of your support 

fort future and current Mavs – making us whole again, and completing our circle.” 



THE QUIET PHASE: MAJOR GIFT, LEAD GIFT, AND SOCIETY PROPOSALS 

When it came time to launch a much 

more solicitation heavy phase, we knew 

that we wanted to keep with the theme 

in every which way we could, all the 

while not giving the proposals a DNA 

that is of nothing we have ever put out 

before. This was the biggest challenge. 

Making each page of this proposal a 

testament to our scholarship initiative 

with its own uniqueness and identity, all 

the while getting it to fall into the same 

realm of the design and content 

language that has been built on for 

years.  

This proposal shown in particular is 

only one out of the six that we 

created. This proposal contains a 

full endowment ask for $25,000. 

The key was to keep with the same 

layout. The page to the right is the 

very first page our prospect sees. 

We knew that if the reader was to 

only read this page that they got 

the full picture. We used this page 

as an opportunity to explain to our 

prospect just how much impact 

their gift will have on this 

endowment initiative, what an 

endowment is, and the impact that 

each endowment will have on our 

wonderful students. 



It is also important to note that our 

executive summary page uses bolded 

text to draw our reader’s eye to the 

most important parts of the page such 

as the ask amount. For the second 

page to our right, we were strategic in 

the space we had in also incorporating 

our “Complete the Circle” concept. 

We created a timeline that chronicles 

our donor’s relationship with our 

university. This not only shows the 

time we took to really get to know our 

prospect but also act as a soft ask as 

we incorporated in the last item, the 

graduation year for the first student 

to have received this scholarship. 

For the page to our left, it was important for us 

to define what our initiative and “Complete the 

Circle” really means. We made sure to include 

student testimonial in this proposal to draw 

attention to the heart of our cause. It is also 

important to note that these students can be 

switched out with students from the prospects 

respective college unit to play on their specific 

affiliations with our university a little more. We 

also saw this as a good time to further define 

what an endowment is, by talking about its 

perpetual impact and that it is essentially “the 

gift that will keep giving.” This is one of the only 

pages that would remain similar across the board 

for most proposals as it is important to further 

define the initiative we are inviting our prospect 

to support. The only opportunity for variable 

content would be the student profiles discussed. 



Just like in our first page, our last page 

that has content should revisit the ask. 

At this point our reader has hopefully 

gone through this proposal or has at 

least skimmed through it, so this is a 

great opportunity to tie it all together 

by mentioning the ask one more time, 

the impact that it will have on 

students, and just to mix it up – the 

approximate criteria for the 

scholarship that will be endowed. This 

is very important in the whole process 

because all of this can be translated 

almost directly into our gift agreement 

and make establishing the endowment 

that much easier one funds are 

received or a pledge is made. 

Throughout this process of 

creating proposals for the quiet 

phase of our campaign, we 

decided to reference 5 other 

types of prospective gifts. 

• Our 10 % lead gift ($2,500) 

• Corporate Matching gift 

• 1895 Society ($1,000) 

• Carlisle Society (Cumulative 

giving above $50,000) 

• Rankin Society (Planned Gift; 

Blended gift ask) 

Each of these other proposals can 

be seen at the end of this report. 

The planned giving proposal will 

be discussed in greater detail in 

our Stewardship Phase.  



THE PUBLIC PHASE: DIRECT MAIL SOLICITATION 

Below is the direct mail piece that we culminated to help in our big public push for this 

campaign. Keep in mind that at this point of the campaign, we have not yet sent out any emails 

or put our any social media posts that indicate the start of our initiative. This is the first indicator 

of our initiative. The concept we like to think of is the concept of wedding invitations. Normally, 

we would want to get a personalized invite to our cousin’s wedding in our mailbox before we see 

them inviting the masses on social media platforms. Therefore we scheduled this direct mail 

piece to hit mailboxes about 3 days before social media blasts and email follow ups. 

We knew we wanted to build on the idea of pairing donors with students who just happened to 

receive a scholarship that they helped fund or did fund. We thought that this would be a good 

way to see the circle being completed in other instances, by at the same time giving the prospect 

the opportunity to be apart of our initiative as well. We recognized the chance to make our 

direct mail piece work off of the foundation that our case statement and proposal helped set by 

placing our call to action in the middle of our circle. Additionally, our other side of our direct mail 

piece is less copy heavy to give it a better breathing feel. We also wanted to incorporate the time 

line concept that we introduced in our proposals as the majority of recipients from our direct 

mail pieces will be those who do not have the capacity to give at the “proposal” level just yet. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



THE PUBLIC PHASE: E-SOLICITATIONS 

 

Social media and e-solicitation integration is 

also a very important step in this entire 

process. When setting up this campaign we 

wanted to make sure that there was more 

than just one social media push and we 

wanted to show that each push was built on 

the push before further advancing our 

“Complete the Circle” concept. In doing this 

we decided to recycle the donors and students 

by bringing in a new student currently 

attending the college and a new donor who 

gave between the first public push and the 

second, or between the second and the third. 

 

CROWDFUNDING: LATE PUBLIC PHASE (MINI-CAMPAIGN) 

When discussing how crowdfunding was to be integrated into our campaign, we knew that we 

really wanted it to exist not so much as just a communication tool, but as a true fundraising tool. 

This meant that we wanted to plan to optimize its ability to rope in support and yield measurable 

results as opposed to just making it another funds-raised thermometer. This led us to decide that 

we would create a mini-campaign with our campaign, and those college units that had not yet 

met the goal at this point would be the only colleges displayed on our platform.  



This phase is a great time to introduce the platform as to not exhaust our base too early on in 

the campaign. This would be a good time to also hand over more responsibility to each of the 

different college units and its students create the video used on the platform. It is important for 

this video to be of grassroots and personal quality in order to display more authenticity in the 

message. Each video should be student centric and help advance the message of “Completing 

the Circle” as it is seen from their perspective. Structuring this as more of a mini campaign will 

help those colleges in need of an extra push and implementing it this late into our public phase 

gives us time to strategize on finding key approaches for each college. The colleges who have 

already funded their endowed scholarships in full will be closed out on our crowdfunding 

platform and labeled “FUNDED,” but gifts can still be made until the very end as it will only grow 

our corpus and become a bigger reward or even have the possibility for having more than just 

one recipient if goal is exceeded by that much. 

 

COMPLETE THE CIRCLE 

THE COLLEGE OF SOCIAL WORK 

COMPLETE THE CIRCLE 

THE COLLEGE OF NURSING 

AND HEALTH INNOVATION 

College of Social Work 

By The University of Texas at Arlington 

Make your mark on the College of Social 

Work by helping us in raising $25,000 for an 

endowed scholarship for a deserving UTA 

student that will last forever! 

College of Nursing and Health 

Innovation 

By The University of Texas at Arlington 

Make your mark on the College of Social 

Work by helping us in raising $25,000 for an 

endowed scholarship for a deserving UTA 

student that will last forever! 

College of Architecture, Planning, 

and Public Affairs 

By The University of Texas at Arlington 

Make your mark on the College of Social 

Work by helping us in raising $25,000 for an 

endowed scholarship for a deserving UTA 

student that will last forever! 

COMPLETE THE CIRCLE 

THE COLLEGE OF 

ARCHITECTURE, PLANNING 

AND PUBLIC AFFAIRS 



CAMPAIGN CLOSING AND STEWARDSHIP PHASE: ENDOWMENT COMPLIANCE, GIFT 

PROCESSING, AND SCHOLARSHIP DISBURSEMENT  

The gifts are in, and let us say just for now, that everything went according to plan. What now? 

Closing the campaign is almost just as important as it is to launch our campaign. Now is not the 

time to drop the ball in respect to our donors who gave at any and all levels. There are some 

technical wrinkles that need to be ironed and some formalities that need to be seen to, but 

remember that at the beginning of this report, our discussion on beginning with the end in mind. 

We hope that at this point we have covered most of our bases or have at least set ourselves up 

for success when it comes to all of the post-campaign intricacies. 

Endowment services works to ensure that the process for establishing an endowment is not only 

helped along but also that the process of making sure that the funds are disbursed regularly and 

our donors are properly stewarded for their endowment. This poses an issue, though: Not one 

endowment (unless an endowment was fully funded by a major gift of $25,000) is owned by one 

person. It is actually owned by multiple people, all of those who gave to the campaign in favor of 

the endowment for each college. Therefore the process of amending an endowment can get a 

bit hairy as it is within our legal obligation to acquire agreement from each and every owner of 

the endowment. 

This is where beginning with the end in mind is very important. We begin knowing that this can 

become an issue if our criteria for our scholarship is a bit too specific and has no wiggle room. 

This is why we not only disclose the criteria for the scholarship early on and in our proposals for 

larger gifts, but we make sure to keep them broad enough for smooth amendment. We need to 

keep the criteria broad enough so that way disbursement and usage of our endowment interest 

is consistent and smooth. 

“Donor intent” is the big phrase used to describe the central dogma behind endowment services 

and compliance. Results of not complying with donor intent fall in line with the following: 

• The possibility for legal action 

• Embarrassment; Anger 

• Negative impact on any future initiatives by Development and Alumni Relation including but 

not limited to future campaigns. 

The following are all the parties that play a role in the complex world of endowments. 

The Endowment Account Administrator: 

• Responsible for ensuring: 

• The endowment distributions are spent 

• All expenditure adhere to the terms of the endowment agreement 

• All documents relating to the endowment and its expenditures are maintained in the 

department including documentation to support the qualifications of the scholarship 

recipients and those not selected. 



• Backup documentation for expenditures is provided to endowment services upon 

request. 

• That the ratio is 2.00 or less unless the fund balance is below $2,500. 

• Ratio: Accumulations (previous year’s funds + Annual distributions)/Annual 

Distributions 

The Scholarship Committee Chair and Members: 

• Responsible for ensuring: 

• That the scholarship committees and recipients meet all established endowment 

criteria. 

Scholarship/Financial Aid Office: 

• Responsible for ensuring: 

• The appropriate signatures are complete and valid on the Request for Disbursement 

form. 

• The award for the recipient is disbursed through the university via the accounting 

system. 

• That these documents are available for audit. 

Endowment Services, Office of Development and Alumni Relations: 

• Serves as a resource and guide to the department. 

• Prepares endowment agreements, deposits gifts and manages the flow of gifts into 

the endowment corpus. 

• Is the liaison to UT System and UTIMCO. 

• Keeps permanents university records pertaining to endowments. 

• Maintain Mav ScholarShop to make sure that all scholarships are included. 

Vice President for Development: 

• Responsible for endowment compliance associated with UT Arlington’s endowments.  

• Chair of the Endowment Compliance Committee, or his designee. 

• UT System Designated Endowment Executive. 

CAMPAIGN CLOSING AND STEWARDSHIP PHASE: MEASURING IMPACT 

Perhaps one of the most important aspects of this phase is figuring out a game plan for sharing 

with donors, students, parents, and anyone interested just how much we were able to 

accomplish during our 6-month campaign. Just how many scholarships are going to be 

rewarded? How many donors contributed to this great cause? What college had the highest 

participation rate (steer away from overtly mentioning the college that brought in the largest 

dollar amount as this will raise objection with some of the smaller colleges)? 



All of this can be compiled either into a one pager impact statement or a full-fledged impact 

report. Additionally, we always have the option where we can include results in an annual giving 

report that is produced by the development team. A section dedicated to the “Complete the 

Circle” campaign and its success can be cornered off in this annual giving report. Digital news 

letters are also a great resource to supply informative links or to include an infographic with the 

most key results that came from the campaign. 

CAMPAIGN CLOSING: DONOR RECYCLE; PLANNED GIVING 

After the end of a large-scale comprehensive campaign much like this initiative, it is always good 

to remember that even though we may feel like we just burned the candle at both ends, we set 

ourselves up very nicely to continue moving for with the concept of completing the circle and 

the concept of perpetuity and legacy.  

This translates very well into Planned Giving and gives us a nice platform to use in acquiring gifts 

through a will. I have included all of my compiled documents at the end of this report and 

amongst them, you will find a Planned Giving integrated proposal. In this proposal, I made sure 

to make it a blended gift, incorporating an out-right payment of $2,500 to help us build on our 

endowment corpus at this very point in time, but also introduces the conversation for 

consideration of a testamentary gift. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

We come across so many great mentors in this industry who say that they fell into philanthropy 

– a series of events that led them to this chance to make a difference in our world and in the 

world of so many students. Maybe philanthropy is not something that we fall into but something 

that falls on us. Something that landed on our laps and we dove into it.  

In a lot of ways I tried to translate that into this campaign – an opportunity that falls into the laps 

of our supporters that they dive into to not only complete our circle but to complete theirs too – 

much like philanthropy has completed so many professionals in this industry, I believe that 

philanthropy has the capacity to complete every person outside of it – and it is our mission to 

invite them to be a part of that and to be a part of UT Arlington. 

 

  



 

  

Thank you, UT Arlington, for giving me more reason to 

believe in the power of philanthropy.  

 

Patrick Reyes 

reyesapatrick@gmail.com 

915-227-0993 

mailto:reyesapatrick@gmail.com
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